Business travel destination
LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT VENUE
FOR YOUR MEETINGS OR INCENTIVES,
FOR YOUR END-OF-YEAR EVENTS?
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YOU’VE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE!

www.meeting-tourismewallonie.be
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Commissariat général au Tourisme
J-P Lambot, Commissaire général
Direction des Produits touristiques.

‘Quality Destination’ is a label. Let’s
keep things simple: it’s a label that is
synonymous with the very best tourism
services. Wallonia and MICE (Meetings,
incentives, conferencing, exhibitions)
have a long history that just keeps on
getting longer. Unexplored countryside,
spots of great historic value, visions of
tomorrow’s world…

last detail to please companies that
are interested in getting out of the city,
delight businesses looking for a rural
change of scenery, satisfy organisations
wanting to find a way of mixing up
work and extreme sports, and meet the
demands of firms that want to envelop
their employees in the luxury of a
starred restaurant or a far-flung spa…

This short guide provides a description
of 15 venues that could be perfect
for your organisation’s end-of-year
event. Three places in each province
and a selection that is purposefully
varied, colourful, diverse, sometimes
improbable. This is the epitome of
made-to-measure meetings. All options
can be customised down to the very

If you’re looking for off-the-beaten-track
business travel options in a picturepostcard spot that doesn’t involve
bothersome travel arrangements but
that does take on a different tinge
at every turn… then you’ve come to
the right place. This brochure is far
from exhaustive… but you’ve probably
realised that already.

Need a hand planning your end-of-year event? The ‘Convention Bureaus’ in the Walloon provinces are on hand,
free of charge, to help you find the place that best meets the demands and budget of your company.
Go to www.meeting-tourismewallonie.be for further information.
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Club Justine Henin

Koru Boutique Hotel & Spa

Queen Elisabeth Chapel

AN ACE RIGHT ON BRUSSELS’
DOORSTEP?

WORK AND PLEASURE WITH
A TRAVEL THEME

MORE THAN A SCHOOL…
AN EXPERIENCE

A business meeting or a team building
event in the home of a former world No.1
tennis player, inside the four walls of the
‘little sister of Roland Garros’… that’s
pretty prestigious right from the outset!
The company 3Square has partnered
with Club Justine Henin (Limelette,
15 km from Brussels) to create an
outstanding business meeting centre.
The entire place has been given a makeover and new meeting rooms named
after legendary tennis tournaments
have been added: US Open, Roland
Garros, Wimbledon, Australian Open.
‘Juju’’s legend can really be felt here.
So, different size meeting rooms (12 to
200 people), a huge hall with capacity
for 1500 guests, a south-facing terrace
for 180 participants. And Justine might
even be there for a meet & greet.
Conferences, seminars, receptions,
presentations, team building events
and much more (restaurant, sports bar
and, of course, tennis courts)… service
included. Feel like an ace in Walloon
Brabant?

This hotel is brand new, opened during
summer 2015! A real gem in the village
of Autre-Eglise. Everything revolves
around a travel theme, for example
the seven exclusive rooms that conjure
up Asia, Australia, New Zealand, the
south of France… The garden also
offers a change of scene with the same
exotic sensations. The restaurant serves
delicious dishes to be enjoyed in elegant
surroundings overlooking the garden.
The bar area with its open fire is perfect
after a long working day. Or how about
recharging the batteries in the wellness
area (sauna, hammam, infra-red beds,
Zen garden…)? The Koru Boutique
Hotel & Spa is perfect for your events,
seminars, meetings… Three state-ofthe-art meeting rooms are available,
along with a team that will organise your
programme, meeting your every demand.

In the music world, this is one of the
most prestigious names around. The
Queen Elisabeth Music Chapel is
an outstanding centre of excellence
which trains the future musical elite. It
classes itself as a “perfect environment
for concentration, work, meditation,
conviviality and exchange”. All features
that promote learning for its students
who come from all over the world. But
the Queen Elisabeth Chapel is so
much more than just a school. It’s an
experience in itself. The centre also hosts
private and utterly exclusive professional
events. Concentration, work, meditation,
conviviality and exchange… The highly
professional events team can offer
customised events and outstanding
catering services. Events can even
include concerts and meet-and-greets
with the musicians.

www.3square.be/fr/limelette

www.koru-hotel.be

www.musicchapel.org

And because this province has so much more to offer…
Walloon Brabant Convention Bureau - Contact: Florence Camus
Tel: +32 10 75 06 85 - florence.camus@bwcb.be - www.bwcb.be
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the action is…

THIS IS WHERE

PROVINCE OF HAINAUT

things come to life…
PROVINCE OF LIÈGE
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Ice Mountain

MICX

New Dimension

Château de Harzé

Kloster Heidberg

Weventures

GET YOUR SKIS ON AND
GET YOUR COMPANY TOGETHER

ASTONISHINGLY MIXED,
AND THAT’S AN UNDERSTATEMENT!

COME DINE WITH ME

PRESTIGE IN THE ARDENNES

A TRULY HISTORICAL BUILDING

MEETING IN AN AIRSTREAM

Ski all year round on real snow?
Check! In Comines, on the crossroads
of Wallonia, Flanders and France.
Opened 15 years ago and the only
one of its kind in Belgium, it’s gliding
along nicely. Careering along, in fact.
Skiing, paintballing, adventure park,
adrenaline rushes guaranteed, and
a favourite stop-off for the business
world. Because beyond the bars and
restaurants overlooking the slopes,
there are state-of-the-art facilities for
all types of seminars, meetings, events.
Fully-equipped (projector, Wi-Fi…)
modular conference rooms and the XXL
expertise of the Events & Animation
staff. Ready-made options or customised
events. Your meeting will be dynamic
and invigorating, that’s for sure.

Specialised press reviews have called it
an “architectural masterpiece” and an
“exceptional congress centre”. And it’s
so amazing that this is no exaggeration.
Designed by a well-known architect
from New York, the MICX (Mons
International Congress Xperience) is an
environmentally sustainable design that
guarantees minimal energy consumption.
It provides the perfect modulable and
customisable solution for each and every
meeting, seminar, product presentation,
congress, conference, shareholders
meeting… It offers 3 auditoria and
14 state-of-the-art meeting rooms.
Capacity: from 10 to 1000 people! The
MICX team is astonishingly mixed and
that’s an understatement! Secretary
services, reception services, cloakroom
services, translation services, catering…
A perfect mix and the guarantee
that you’ll be working under optimal
conditions.

A company that offers you the chance to
enter a new dimension, to say the least!
Seminars, team building exercises,
incentives, staff parties, product
launches, brainstorming sessions… With
New Dimension your company gets the
real deal. And as for originality – they’re
at the top of the game. Take the concept
of ‘Come Dine With Me’. Brilliant for a
stand-out company event! The stars of
the meeting are your guests. The
principle: numerous ingredients are
spread out on the tables, the participants
have to cook something with them.
Whatever they fancy, depending on how
the mood takes them, and always in a
fun school-boyish atmosphere. New
Dimension’s chef is on hand to give
advice but he never interferes: it’s not a
cookery class, after all! An interactive
idea that allows for communication and
group cohesion. And after slaving away
at the hot stove, why not head for the
wine and water bar? Nice.

Here we are at the heart of the majestic, A structure from another era, built in
Looking for a range of indoor and
natural and enchanting Ardennes. It’s
the 18th century, and entirely renovated
outdoor activities that will be hard to
the ideal venue for an outstanding
with a generous dose of good taste. It
top? You’ve come to the right place!
professional event in a setting dripping
is classified as an architectural heritage
The Weventures brochure is almost
with prestige! The Château de Harzé
building and that alone is a good
on a par with the good old Yellow
boasts seven fully-equipped meeting
sign! Located a short distance from
Pages… Thanks to their in-depth
rooms of varying sizes. Some of them
Eupen train station, this training and
knowledge of the world of events and
have names that evoke the prestige of
meeting centre in the German-speaking
the hotel sector, Weventures is the
the building: Salle des Comtes, Mosan
community of Belgium can be used for
ideal partner when looking to organise
Renaissance Arched Gallery, Bar du
a wide variety of purposes and offers
a seminar, team building event or any
Donjon… Don’t you already feel like
around 40 luxury rooms for participants
other business event that will fully meet
heading there? In addition, the Château
of residential seminars. As for technology all of your demands. No matter what.
offers a unique range of team building
– let’s call it modern technology in
From fewer than 10 participants to
activities spread over five core themes:
a historical setting! This is a unique
more than 200 guests… no problem.
nature and relaxation, gastronomy,
environment, perfect for concentration,
And it’s always pioneering: team
adventure sport, motor sports, musical
for work, but also for relaxation with a
cooking, beerology, djembe, shooting
and theatre entertainment. That’s
wide range of activities on offer (karting,
academy, mountain biking, paintballing,
right, anything from puff pastry-making
cross-country skiing, chocolate tasting…). rafting, sky diving… But there are also
workshops to a Ferrari driving experience, The meeting rooms can be set up
some ideas that will take your breath
excursion on an electric bike, rafting or a and prepared in line with your specific
away. Like holding your meeting in an
djembe lesson…
requests and the convent’s chapel, with
Airstream. Your meeting will take on a
capacity for 285 people, is a beauty.
sixties vibe in an Airstream caravan that
Heidberg Convent works together with
can be parked anywhere in Belgium.
the town’s best caterers, all of whom
Extraordinary.
promote local products.

www.ice-mountain.com

www.micx.be

www.newdimension.be

www.chateau-harze.be

And because this province has so much more to offer…
Hainaut Meetings & Events - Contact: Corentin Maréchal
Tel: +32 65 39 75 67 - meeting.events@hainaut.be - www.meetingsandevents.be

www.klosterheidberg.be

And because this province has so much more to offer…
Province of Liège Convention Bureau - Contact: Candice Michot
Tel: +32 4 237 95 85 - incoming@liegetourisme.be - www.liegetourisme.be

www.weventures.be

THIS IS WHERE

it gets interesting…

THIS IS WHERE

PROVINCE OF LUXEMBOURG

PROVINCE OF NAMUR
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La Table de Maxime and
Les Terrasses de l’Our
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Domaine du Vieux Moulin

Château de Vêves

A GÎTE UNLIKE ANY YOU’VE SEEN
BEFORE…

HELLO HAPPINESS!

ONCE UPON A TIME
THERE WAS A BREWERY…

A FAIRY TALE STORY…

Not far from the bucolic Our, the winding
little river so typical of the Ardennes,
we come across La Table de Maxime.
A starred gourmet restaurant run by
well-known chef Maxime Collard. High
quality dishes and outstanding rooms
guarantee exceptional lodgings in the
countryside. The well-equipped seminar
room can host up to 40 participants in a
cosy ambiance with parquet floors, oak
beams and bay windows overlooking
the river and the rural setting. And now
Maxime is seeing double. He has just
opened a second property in the same
village, close to Paliseul: Les Terrasses
de l’Our. Along the water front. A large
stone building housing a country bistro,
14 charming and modern rooms with
private terrace, a banqueting hall and a
seminar room. Brasserie ambiance with
cognac-coloured leather benches and
vintage decor.

Only Durbuy guarantees a relaxing
experience right from the word go!
Unspoilt nature, scenic beauty, relaxed
people, outstanding hospitality… La
Bergerie d’Herbet is a venue in an
exceptional setting just itching to be
discovered. A house made for you, if
what you’re looking for is a welcoming
ambiance and a perfect location for a
management seminar in the countryside.
You’ll immediately fall for the charm of
the building and its surroundings, you’ll
fall in love with the indoor swimming
pool and the sauna, and you’ll relax
in the games room. And if you run
out of ideas for what to do, just knock
on the door of the owner who has an
astounding capacity for recommending
fun free-time activities: walks and
mountain biking routes, places to
explore breathtaking landscapes, and
stone buildings host to long-standing
legends… Wonderful.

Houffalize extends a warm welcome
and it’s well worth the detour… Ol Fosse
d’Outh is a unique meeting venue in the
heart of this still unexplored green region.
Ideal if you’re after an original and
completely customisable option for your
meetings, congresses, incentives, midweeks… There are 18 meeting rooms
(10-250 people), modern technology
and an XXL congress hall (800 people,
easy!) with interpretation booths. And as
we’re sure your stay in Houffalize won’t
be all work, work, work, the centre offers
a unique range of eating, relaxing and
free-time options. Indoor pool, sauna,
fitness area, sports hall… Cuisinewise, three delicious restaurants with a
capacity for 900 people in total. Add to
that a stylish lounge bar. And to further
the enjoyment, luxurious rooms with
terrace are available.

What a surprise to discover a high-tech
seminar centre in a former brewery
in this rural village in the heart of the
Lesse Valley, just a stone’s throw from
Rochefort! Four-star hotel, high-end
restaurant and reception rooms (capacity
225 people standing) fitted with stateof-the-art equipment for your meetings,
be they professional or otherwise. The
young couple at the helm never tires of
showcasing the building’s transformation,
with subtle design touches combined
with a great respect for the original
architectural style. The complex extends
on out the back with a large flower-filled
garden, a beautiful terrace under a
gazebo…and a majestic Buddha that
welcomes guests along the water’s edge.
A change of scenery, concentration and
relaxation at the heart of a region rich in
sporting and cultural activities. Splendid!

www.maximecollard.be

www.bergerie-herbet.be

www.vayamundo.be/fr/seminaires/
evenements-fetes

www.eprave.com

Who can blame visitors for calling
this remarkable example of 15th
century military architecture one
of the ‘wonders of Belgium’! Fire,
destruction, reconstruction, occupation
by distinguished figures from history…
the value of this building’s ‘historical
memory’ is unique. The transformation
carried out in the 60s and 70s serves to
highlight some of the events that have
marked the castle’s existence, from the
Middle Ages through to the present day.
The Castle of Vêves, a dream venue
for receptions, seminars…? Absolutely!
You’ve got the 15th century arms room,
restored in keeping with mediaeval
tradition, and the two adjacent rooms.
And don’t forget the romantic ‘eagle’s
nest’ internal courtyard which will make
you feel like you’ve been transported into
the pages of a delightful picture book…
All types of events can be organised here
– a mediaeval banquet with falconry,
mediaeval dances, musicians; but also a
treasure hunt, an introduction to fencing,
horse riding…
www.chateau-de-veves.be

And because this province has so much more to offer…
Ardenne Meetings & Incentives - Contact: Christelle Poncelet
Tel: +32 84 41 02 12 - info@ardenne-meetings.be - www.ardenne-meetings.be
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Vayamundo Ol Fosse d’Outh

GASTRONOMY AND MEETINGS
ALONG THE WATER’S EDGE

La Bergerie d’Herbet
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Le Libraire Toqué
(The Nutty Bookshop)
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IT DOES EXACTLY WHAT IT
SAYS ON THE TIN…

And because this province has so much more to offer…
Namur Congrès - Contact: Pascale Quinot
Tel: +32 81 77 67 58 - info@namurcongres.be - www.namurcongres.be

The first bookshop in Wallonia and in
Brussels that is entirely devoted to… the
pleasure of food. On the shelves, more
than 5000 works devoted to the art of
‘la cuisine’ in its many forms: narratives
about top chefs, diets, recipes, tales of
the land, books on wines and alcohol
from around the world… This unique
spot, in the heart of Namur’s old town, is
the brainchild of Benoît. An enthusiast,
to say the least! Trained as a
restaurateur, experience gained at some
of the big names like Bruneau and
Meneau. And then, one day, this original
idea of a culinary bookshop. He knows
that this is where his happiness lies. Le
Libraire Toqué organises cookery
workshops between its book stands…
you’d be hard pushed to find a better
place to transition (in two shakes of a
lamb’s tail) from theory to practice. A
feast for the taste buds and the eyes at
these group courses (from 8 to 10
people). What a tasty and spicy idea for
an incentive event!
www.lelibrairetoque.be
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PARADISE FOR
FESTIVE EVENTS
Exceptional venues to host your
banquets and business events

Wallonia,

why look any further?
www.meeting-tourismewallonie.be

